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ABSTRACT
This study explores notions of refinement and respectability—translating into
personal statements of dignity and strength—among working-class black Americans
during the Gilded Age, the period after Reconstruction and before the Great Depression.
Beginning as an examination of African-American prescriptive literature between the
1880s and the 1930s, this work takes a look at the ways blacks instructed each other in
the combined arts of household management, personal and moral deportment, and general
rules of etiquette. In addition, this study inspects how these instructions might have been
deployed in private spaces, along with other cultural ideals, by the large community of
working-class blacks, a group of people who after Emancipation were seen as culturally
irredeemable and socially inept, not just by their clearest opponents—whites—but even
by those who would be their defenders, middle- and upper-class blacks.
The first part of this study addresses the creation and dissemination of
prescriptions for late nineteenth and early twentieth century blacks. The evidence for this
part includes a survey of periodical and book-length publications that were written by and
for African Americans interested in a more refined sense of being. This prescriptive
literature is distinctive not for its departure from Euro-American models (they were quite
similar to the prescriptive literature written by and for whites), but for its presentation of
codes of behavior consistent with those ideals of middle-class American living.
The second part of this study looks at the implementation of those admonishments
for better living in the space of working-class homes. Among the evidence for this
section are the ex-slave narratives of the Works Progress Administration, a variety of
photographs from the same organization, and numerous sociological studies of late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century African-American communities. By examining
the kind and arrangement of personal objects in the home (and on the body), it is revealed
that working-class African Americans used their material possessions to create and
bolster a sense of dignity and individual pride, which they then communicated to outside
observers.
By exploring the prescriptions for behavior that working-class African Americans
had to hear and which they chose to apply to varying degrees, this study highlights how
the mediation of Euro-American ideals with their own Afro-American ones prompted
working-class black people to use their material culture to strengthen their self-identities.
Certain ways of understanding how to behave, ways of actually behaving, and ways of
consuming to those ends allowed African Americans at the beginning of the twentieth
century to construct personal identities of dignity and self-worth, identities that would
bolster and reinforce them in the face of outside forces.

NOTIONS OF REFINEMENT AND DISPLAYS OF DIGNITY IN
AFRICAN-AMERICAN HOME SPACES, 1885-1935

INTRODUCTION
TELLING ANOTHER STORY OF BLACK DIGNITY, RESPECTABILLITY
It does not require very much character nor brains to scorn labor, but it requires a great
deal o f both in this day o f false pride to earn your bread by sweating for it and holding up
your head above public sentiment, feeling in your heart that though you are a servant, yet
you are a queen.1

Crafting narratives is a tricky business. Rightful inclusions, wrongful omissions,
misstatements, overstatements, lies and truths—all of these things go into the act of
storytelling, and it is a narrator’s prerogative to make the tale whatever she wants it to be.
We, as the audience, suspend varying levels of disbelief in this transaction, and go along
for the ride. But we are, or should be, just a little bit wary. Understanding any story
requires reading and listening with an open, moderately skeptical, questioning mind.
Take the tales as they’re given; enjoy their amusements; recoil in their horror; react with
awe and wonder at the amazing details put forth. And once the narrative is consumed
and partially digested, take another step: ask for the other side of the story.
This is what I did when I encountered the histories of African-American people
and their somewhat reluctant involvement with Euro-American notions of etiquette and
refinement. Darlene Clark Hine and Kathleen Thompson have told part of that story:
A large part of the black community believed that the way to defeat racism
was to obey every rule of proper behavior to the letter, to offer no provocation
for discrimination... African Americans during the Jim Crow era, then,
clutched at the idea that lynching, rape, economic oppression,
disfranchisement, and social ostracism were to some degree grounded in the
1 Nannie Helen Burroughs, qtd. in Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham’s Righteous Discontent: The Women’s
Movement in the Black Baptist Church, 1880-1920 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1993) 207.

2

3
“improper” behavior of people who had been degraded by slavery. Change
the behavior, they reasoned, and white people would stop the abuse.
Black Americans’ attempt at “proper” behavior, at remaking themselves and their
communities according to a presumed white American, middle-class ideal, could only be
a reaction to the gross treatment they were receiving, argued Hine and Thompson.
Though misguided, this was a perfectly understandable gesture of a victimized people.
Luckily, the authors conclude, the imposition of bourgeois respectability remained the
obsession of a small community of middle-class people; the black community at large
refused to adopt wholesale the restrictive behaviors and values dictated by either other
blacks or any whites.
Hine and Thompson make an intriguing argument, but is it the only way to read
this story? I pit their discussion against my own experiences with older black people who
grew up during Jim Crow and were engaged with the issues of racial and social etiquette.
My grandparents, their parents, siblings, and friends were middling-to-working-class
black people who seemed to echo the sentiments of appropriate codes of behavior and
presentation, even if their actual method of display and deportment were quite different
from what was expected. They knew the importance of good Sunday dress and donned
flatteringly bright hues in the process; they walked their neighborhood streets with clear
pride and purpose at nearly all hours of the day and night; they filled their homes with as

2 A Shining Thread o f Hope: The History o f Black Women in America (New York: Broadway Books,
1998) 183.
3 Hine and Thompson 183. The authors suggest that the futility o f learning “proper”—read white, middleclass— behaviors lay in repercussions o f such a gesture; no amount o f good breeding and lady-like
deportment would prevent a black woman with a first-class train ticket from being forced into the “colored,”
or second class car if a white conductor so willed it. The imposition o f restrictive ways o f being and doing
by proponents o f such behavior would do little more than deny African Americans their right to behave
however they wished, and it would effect little change in the attitudes o f racist white Americans.

many luxuries as they could afford (or buy “on-time”) and packed them in every comer
and crevice of the place.4 They were farmers, factory workers, rail men, dressmakers,
hairdressers, and maids. They were part of Hine’s and Thompson’s black majority. They
liked nice things, they thought people should act a certain way in public as well as in
private, and they had no deep interest in emphasizing their African roots because they
were American— African American. White people could be damned for their atrocious
behavior, but these black people were going to make their homes just as good as any
American could.
In light of the memory of my grandparents and their generation, could there be a
slightly different aspect of Hine’s and Thompson’s story of black assimilation? Are there
other ways to think about black people’s participation in the U.S. culture of
respectability? I would argue that there are. For a people trying to “blossom in hard soil”
(to borrow from Hine and Thompson), blacks at the end of the nineteenth and beginning
of the twentieth centuries negotiated ideals of polite society and displays of personal
dignity to varying degrees and with a great deal of ambivalence, all with the goal of
laying claim to their rightful (and deserved) identities as African Americans.5

4 The expectations here would have been to dress in somber colored clothes; to refrain from unnecessary
loitering in the streets; to purchase only tasteful furnishings and objects with a restrained hand, following
the dictum, “less is more.” The “proper” ways to behave, o f course, were more complicated than is listed
here; for more see Willard B. Gatewood’s Aristocrats o f Color: The Black Elite, 1880-1920
(Bloomington: Indiana U P , 1990) 182-209.
5 Hine and Thompson 165.

5

The story of African American growth, development, and change between 1885
and 1935 has been well chronicled.6 It is a tale of migration from the American South to
the North, from rural environs to urban landscapes. It is a tale of determination and hope
in the face of widespread violence and discrimination. The period between
Reconstruction and the Great Depression marked a point of unfailing struggle and
perseverance in African-American cultural history. Talented (scholarly) storytellers have
developed illuminating narratives that recount these stories, narratives that focus on
Chicago-, Cleveland-, and Milwaukee-bound southern families; chronicles that highlight
the work of religious-minded black women; tales that discuss the variant strains of
upwardly-mobile black men.

*7

The stories of African-descended black people and their relationships to issues of
dignity and respectability are old ones, too. Slaves were no strangers to these kinds of
concepts; ideas of etiquette and deportment could be traced back to their original African
ancestors. In as early as the eighteenth century, Olaudah Equiano told engaging stories of

6 These stories have also been well cited, as a quick review of just one o f them would reveal. The endnotes
o f Evelyn Brooks Higgingotham’s Righteous Discontent: The Women’s Movement in the Black Baptist
Church, 1880-1920 are a veritable bibliography o f key texts that deal with African American life after
slavery. Apart from those accounts used in this essay (and listed accordingly), dozens of studies exist,
including this sampling: Jacqueline Jones, Labor o f Love, Labor o f Sorrow: Black Women, Work, and the
Family from Slavery to the Present (New York: Random House, 1985); Rayford Logan, The Negro in
American Life and Thought: The Nadir, 1877-1901 (New York: Dial, 1954); Neil R. McMillen, Dark
Journey: Black Mississippians in the Age o f Jim Crow (Urbana: U o f Illinois P, 1989); Joel Williamson, A
Rage fo r Order: Black/White Relations in the American South since Emancipation (New York: Oxford U
P, 1986); Cynthia Neverdon-Morton, Afro-American Women o f the South and the Advancement o f the
Race, 1895-1925 (Knoxville: U of Tennessee P, 1989); John Dittmer, Black Georgia in the Progressive
Era, 1900-1920 (Urbana: U o f Illinois P, 1977); Wilson Jeremiah Moses, The Golden Age o f Black
Nationalism, 1850-1925 (New York: Oxford U P, 1978); Leon F. Litwack, Been in the Storm So Long:
The Aftermath o f Slavery (New York: Vintage, 1979); and Daniel M. Johnson and Rex R. Campbell, Black
Migration in America: A Social Demographic History (Durham, NC: Duke U P , 1981).
7 These and other narratives will be discussed throughout this essay, but as a preview, the scholars who take
up the aforementioned topics include James Grossman, Kimberley Phillips, Joe Trotter, Evelyn Brooks
Higginbotham, and Willard B. Gatewood.
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his African home in Benin, focusing on the strict and yet delicate manners of his people
and the surprise with which he regarded the savagery of European slavers.8 Art historian
Robert Farris Thompson describes nineteenth-century Yoruba culture as an urban center
of “complexity and poise.” At the same time that white American high culture placed a
premium on proper style in all aspects of a person and his/her home, so, too, did the
people of Yorubaland. According to Thompson, they were the inheritors of traditions that
“assess [ed] everything aesthetically—from the taste and color of a yam to the qualities of
a dye, to the dress and deportment of a woman or a man.”9 Historians Shane and Graham
White also give illuminating accounts of the importance of dress and behavior for
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century slaves in the United States; not only were these
displays important to the slaves’ self worth, they were conscious attempts to resist the
domination and tyranny of white masters.10 Forced to adapt to life on these American
shores, African-descended slaves were in a position to take their ancestral impulse toward
grace and high aesthetics and couple it with their understanding of Western traditions of
refinement. With a cultural imperative to participate in American society through their
interaction with tum-of-the-century consumerism, newly-emancipated slaves could begin
to understand themselves as free American citizens, entitled to life, liberty, the pursuit of
happiness, and, if you could afford it, the acquisition of comfortable (and comforting)
goods.

8 The Interesting Narrative in the Life o f Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African, Written by
Himself ( \ 1 89), in Henry Louis Gates Jr. and Nellie Y. McKay (gen. eds.), The Norton Anthology o f
African American Literature (New York: W. W. Norton, 1997) 138-164.
9 Flash o f the Spirit: African and Afro-American Art & Philosophy (New York: Vintage, 1984) 5.
10 Stylin
1998)4.

African American Expressive Culture, from Its Beginnings to the Zoot Suit (Ithaca: Cornell UP,

7
This essay is a measure of a narrative that has been partly told. Historian Evelyn
Brooks Higginbotham argues that in the early part of the twentieth century, middle- and
working-class African-American women of the Baptist faith recognized the political
dimension of polite manners and decorum.11 Taking part in the “politics of
respectability,” Higginbotham shows that these women used notions of refinement to
claim the respect and citizenship that black people—particularly black women—
deserved. Through religious institutions like the Baptist church and educational facilities
like black normal schools, African-American women promoted a code of behavior that
emphasized certain conservative modes of dress, decoration, and demeanor, applicable
not only to the black body, but to the black home as well. Higginbotham’s narrative
concerns itself largely with the coordinators and leaders involved with the “politics of
respectability.” While focusing on the specific efforts of the Women’s Convention of the
National Baptist Convention, she outlines broadly the theoretical concerns surrounding
African American acculturation, particularly as this pertained to matters of personal style,
manners, and the private space of the black home. These and related efforts, explains
Higginbotham, would go a long way in African American women’s “construction and
representation of themselves as new subjectivities—as Americans as well as blacks and
women.”12
This essay, as a response to Higginbotham, shifts the emphasis away from the
preachers of refinement rhetoric and toward the congregation of would-be followers.

11 Righteous Discontent: The Women’s Movement in the Black Baptist Church, 1880-1920 (Cambridge:
Harvard UP, 1993).
12 Higginbotham 186.

8

Besides the church and schools, how else were directives on how to behave handed down
to large communities of working-class blacks? And how did those communities respond?
This work is an examination of the impact of the “politics of respectability” not from the
point of view of those women (and men) who gave so many instructions on how to
behave and create decent home spaces, but from the perspective of those who in varying
degrees adhered to those instructions, both middle- and working-class African
Americans. I focus specifically on how these people managed with different kinds of
prescriptions and admonishments for the domestic space of the home (and for the even
more private space of the individual body). I highlight how blacks’ participation in an
American culture of refinement was a personal gesture that merged African retentions
with Euro-American ideals. By reviewing the literature of etiquette and refinement
targeted and written by African Americans, and then, through an examination of WPA
ex-slave narratives, WPA photographs, and sociological studies of the time, by looking at
how those ideals were implemented in the space of the home, I hope to demonstrate that
for many struggling middle- and working-class black people at the end of the nineteenth
and beginning of the twentieth centuries, a sense of one’s black American self came from
the spoken and unspoken relationships between African-American sensibilities and
American things.

CHAPTER I
READING AFRICAN-AMERICAN NARRATIVES OF STRUGGLE, PROGRESS

In the period after Emancipation and Reconstruction, black people were in a
moment of transition and flux. Shifting their emphasis away from U.S. governmental
politics as the key to full acceptance in American society, African Americans began to
rethink and react to their tenuous position in the United States. They vacillated between
support for efforts of black nationalism and American integrationism during the years
between Reconstruction and World War I; those feelings and actions were embodied in
initiatives of economic development, self-help, and racial solidarity and pride, put forth
by the leading “race men and women” of the time.

i^

In short, African Americans were

striding toward (and striving for) full participation in American culture. As a result of the
migration of southern blacks to northern cities, they developed strong, thriving
communities in major urban areas. Formal social and political organizations grew during
this period, as did black participation in America’s print culture. Newspapers and other
periodicals aimed at black audiences made a significant impact in opening up lines of
communication between this growing national community. Late nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century chronicles like Hampton University’s The Southern Workman and the
Atlanta University study of Negro life provided regular and systematic coverage of the
accomplishments of African Americans, including information on gains being made in

13 For more on this see August Meier, Negro Thought in America, 1880-1915: Racial Ideologies in the Age
o f Booker T. Washington (1963; Ann Arbor: U o f Michigan P-Ann Arbor Paperbacks, 1988).

9

10
housing, education, labor, and religious organizations.14 In addition, for much of the
1920s and 30s, Tuskegee Institute’s Negro Year Book Publishing Company listed the
hundreds of national organizations, social service groups, fraternities, sororities,
newspapers, and periodicals that marked a burgeoning African American society.15
The post-Reconstruction years were marked with more than growing prosperity
and hope for African Americans, however. The period between 1875 and the 1930s saw
a rise in racially-motivated lynchings, violence, and intimidation of many kinds. At the
same time that black Americans were trying to exercise their right to social and economic
development, racist white Americans waged a war of oppression and intimidation, aimed
at curtailing that progress. Jim Crow laws, enacted throughout the American South but
with ramifications felt throughout the nation, were designed to keep African Americans in
their separate, subordinate place. As a result, black people were prevented from enjoying
the full benefits of political, economic and social institutions, and a climate of virulent
racism against blacks became the norm.16 Higginbotham explains the “epidemic of
violence” that swept across the United States, describing the numerous attacks, riots, and
lynchings of blacks at white hands as a result of “whites responding] to black
•

•

urbanization with fear and anger.”

17

Even as the more hateful displays were manifested

14 The Southern Workman (Hampton: Hampton Institute, 1872-1939); The Atlanta University
Publications, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 (New York: Amo and the New York Times,
1968).
15 Monroe N. Work, ed., Negro Year Book: An Annual Encyclopedia o f the Negro, 1931-32 (Tuskegee,
AL: Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute, 1931).
16 For more on Jim Crow, see Neil R. McMillen, Dark Journey: Black Mississippians in the Age o f Jim
Crow (Urbana: U o f Illinois P, 1989), or Leon Litwack, Trouble in Mind: Black Southerners in the Age o f
Jim Crow (New York: Knopf, 1998).
17 Higginbotham 189.
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in physical attacks on black bodies, institutional barriers were also erected to block
African American participation in areas like employment and education.
While a majority of black Americans maintained themselves and their families
through agricultural subsistence in the rural South, a growing number sought new jobs
and new lives in the factories and urban cities of the South and North. For those tens of
thousands who moved to these urban areas, employment included factory and service
work, particularly domestic labor. World War I certainly allowed for modest prosperity
for black families, but for the most part, black work remained what it had always been: a
great deal of physical labor largely in the service of whites. In his historical narrative of
Chicago’s growing black community at the turn of the twentieth century, James
Grossman notes that many migrants who were skilled craftsmen, artisans, businessmen,
and professional people (including teachers) were forced to take menial jobs and factory
work once they met northern discriminatory employment practices.

1o

For women who

remained in burgeoning southern cities like Atlanta, historian Tera Hunter argues, the
predominant job available was as a domestic, and particularly as a laundress.19 Yet, there
was something driving these people to make lifestyle changes that reflected their belief in
the “American dream.” Although Grossman discusses migrants specifically, his
comments are echoed in the behaviors of African Americans across the country: “Many
migrants viewed migration as an opportunity to share—as black people—the perquisites

18 Land o f Hope: Chicago, Black Southerners, and the Great Migration (Chicago: U o f Chicago P, 1989)
181-207.
19 To ’Joy My Freedom: Southern Black Women’s Lives and Labors after the Civil War (Cambridge:
Harvard UP, 1997) 57.

12
of American citizenship. .. .it was not at all illogical for them to assume that, freed from
racial proscriptions, they could share American freedom and prosperity.”

90

In effect, this flurry of activity on the part of African Americans were part of
blacks’ settling into their relatively new position as a significant minority in American
society. They participated in all aspects of American culture, adjusting norms and ideals
to fit their own cultural interests. Merging and modification were in effect. W. E. B. Du
Bois’ “two warring ideals,” the African and the American, were in the process of being
reconciled.

91

And it was a fully ambivalent reconciliation process, to be sure.

Part o f this transformation of ex-slaves into African Americans took place in the
realm of domesticity. Between Reconstruction and the Great Depression, the shifting
identities of middle- and working-class blacks were shaped by locations of personal
import—the home space and the space of the individual self. At the end of the nineteenth
century, the political status of black Americans was directly influenced by the status that
they held within the confines of domesticity; in other words, the private home space was
conflated with the public voting space, and full participation in the political and social
arenas was based in large part on the level of Victorian respectability and refinement
found in the home. African American homes became contested ground for Progressive
Era workers, both black and white. White supremacists felt that black (as well as other
immigrant) homes were wellsprings for disease and pestilence, not to mention
uncleanliness, ill morals, and general laziness. Black women who were engaged in uplift
efforts centered on the home in an attempt to combat these and other vicious

20 Grossman 8.
21 The Souls o f Black Folk (1903; New York: Norton, 1999) 11.

13
representations. Glenda Gilmore makes this argument in her examination of how black
women fought the total effects of Jim Crow laws and conventions; she concludes that,
“African American women tried to eliminate grist for the white supremacy mill by
abolishing the images of the immoral black woman and the barbaric black home.”
Grotesque cartoons depicting black women, bedbugs, and their homes of “contagious
disease” were extreme examples of what Gilmore describes (figs. 1 & 2).
One way that these women and men tried to eliminate these racist and demeaning
images was through their own brand of prescriptive literature on etiquette and domestic
management. This attempt at instructing others on how to dress, behave, run their homes,
and the like was a presumption on the part of middle-class black leaders that highlighted
the tensions between them and the working-class they sought to uplift. It seems certain
that a majority of African Americans worked hard to “better their conditions,” adopting at
some level a statement of personal progress and uplift.23 In addition, a sense of national
black solidarity was gaining strength across class lines.

OA

Nonetheless, there was a

definite strain on this relationship because of the conflicting ways that the two groups
understood their lives. Historian Kimberley L. Phillips argues, for example, that

22 Gender and Jim Crow: Women and the Politics o f White Supremacy in North Carolina, 1896-1920
(Chapel Hill, N.C.: U o f North Carolina P, 1996) 153. Many other scholars o f black life in the early
twentieth century speak to this issue, with Higginbotham and Hunter making particularly illuminating
observations. Others who give poignant accounts o f this time period include Hazel Carby, Reconstructing
Womanhood: The Emergence o f the Afro-American Woman Novelist (New York: Oxford UP, 1987);
Stephanie Shaw, What a Woman Ought to Be and Do: Black Professional Women Workers During the Jim
Crow Era (Chicago: U o f Chicago P, 1996); and Elizabeth Lindsay Davis, Lifting As They Climb (New
York: G. K. Hall, 1996).
23 Grossman 6.
24 Meier 63, and Joe William Trotter, Jr., Black Milwaukee: The Making o f an Industrial Proletariat,
1915-45 (Urbana: U o f Illinois P, 1985) 109.
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Although most middle-class and upper-class white families in the South considered
black servants to be indispensable, they had ambivalent feelings about living in
proximity to blacks in the era of segregation. Cartoons such as this one published
in the Atlanta Constitution in 1914 warned the white public about the danger of
germs and disease carried by laundresses and servants who entered their homes.

Fig. 1. Atlanta Constitution cartoon, 1914. From Tera Hunter’s, To ’J oy My Freedom:
Southern Black Women's Lives and Labors after the Civil War (Harvard U P, 1997).

15

The original headline for this cartoon from the Atlanta Constitution in 1914 was
“Can you wonder it spreads?' White readers were again reminded of the dangers
of contagion from blade servants, However, this caricature also offers a subtle
critique of the city’s culpability in exacerbating disease—the rejected application for
hospital care on die floor.

One o f the photographs taken by white women of the Atlanta Anti-Tuberculosis
Association to document poor living conditions in black neighborhoods shows
M innie Freeman sick in bed. Freeman, a twenty-year-old washerwoman arid TB
victim, achieved infamy because she lived close to a distinguished white neighbor
hood, which she allegedly contaminated. T he woman standing behind the bed is
probably her mother, also a washerwoman, who was accused of spreading germs
because she nursed her sick daughter and continued to rake in laundry. Source:
Adanta History Center.

Fig. 2. Atlanta Constitution cartoon, 1914; photograph, Atlanta Anti-Tuberculosis Association, ca. 1920.
From Tera Hunter’s To 'Joy My Freedom: Southern Black W omen’s Lives and Labors after the Civil
War (Harvard U P, 1997).

16
working-class black people in Cleveland demonstrated their self-respect and pride in their
meager surroundings, working hard to provide not only the essentials for daily living, but
a few of the luxuries, like automobiles and dance lessons for children. All this was
accomplished with a measure of “dignity, pride.. .and frustration over the increasing
segregation,” the latter manifesting itself in remarkably unfair barriers from decent
employment and housing opportunities.

On the other hand, middle-class social

reformers, both black and white, were critical of these efforts, and were decidedly
unsympathetic about the frustrations (like limited financial resources and widespread
institutional racism) that limited those efforts. According to Phillips, many of the
Cleveland social critics assumed that the masses “chose” to live in compromised settings
“without dignity.”

What was actually lacking, however, was a reasonable middle-class

understanding of the condition of being poor, black, and proud.

25 AlabamaNorth: African American Migrants, Community, and Working-Class Activism in Cleveland,
1915-1945 (Chicago: U o f Illinois P, 1999) 146.
26 Phillips 153.

CHAPTER II
GUIDING TOWARD A GENTLE AMERICANNESS—
PRESCRIPTIONS OF ETIQUETTE FOR AFRICAN AMERICANS
July 2nd [1874]. I have been reading “A Handbook for Home Improvement.”
Published by Fowler & Wells, New York. It comprises “How to write,” “How
to Behave[,]” How to talk, and “How to do Business[.]” It is a very good book
and I shall proceed to copy a few paragraphs...

May 29th [1880]. The Negro’s part is to prepare himself for social recognition
and equality; and it is the province o f literature to open the way for him to get
it—to accustom the public mind to the idea; and.. .while amusing them to.. .lead
them on imperceptibly, unconsciously step by step to the desired state o f feeling.
If I can do anything to further this work, and can see any likelihood o f obtaining
success in it, I would gladly devote my life to the work.27

As it turns out, Charles Chesnutt, the (then) young writer of the above journal
entries, was both successful at, and continually dedicated to, the literary creation of
sensitive, realistic representations of African Americans at the turn of the century. But
his first, most important project, was—with the aid of extensive reading, various
academic lessons, and occasional journal-writing—his own transformation from a
gangly, uncouth boy into an African American man of poise, refinement, and culture. He
started by reading a book of etiquette.
In analyzing Chesnutt’s extant journals (which were written before the novelist
reached the age of 25), literary scholar Richard Brodhead discusses the would-be writer’s
process of identity formation, noting that among other things, the young journalist felt an
attention to proper decorum and restrained personal habits would help turn him into a
strong American Negro:
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[Chesnutt’s] solemnly recited guidelines [from A Handbook fo r Home
Improvement].. .present a serious historical exhibit of the relation of education
to acculturation in the mid-nineteenth century. What Chesnutt is rehearsing,
with the aid of a printed manual, are the rules of a civilization either
sufficiently foreign to him or sufficiently important for him to master that he
consciously formulates its otherwise unspoken laws.
Brodhead reveals how the linking of the individual self with methods of refinement was a
longstanding part of the American middle-class ideal:
This fetishistic attention to physical decency was a specialized property of the
nineteenth-century middle class.. .that made bodily propriety one base of its
self-esteem. These rules also played out at the level of physical decency the
attitude of self-hood that is the deepest mark of nineteenth-century bourgeois
culture: the sense that the self exists to control itself, to remake itself through
90
a strong action of inward regulation.
•

•

The publications that drew attention to this process of “remaking the self’ included not
only texts such as the one Chesnutt used, but columns and articles in numerous periodical
publications. And while Chesnutt’s Handbookfor Home Improvement was not penned
by an African American, the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries saw an
important body of literature coming from the black community, one that targeted a range
of African American home spaces with prescriptions toward a gentle Americanness.

”1 A

27 Charles Chesnutt, The Journals o f Charles W. Chesnutt (Durham: Duke UP, 1993) 40; 140.
28 Richard Brodhead (ed.), in Charles Chesnutt, The Journals o f Charles W. Chesnutt (Durham: Duke UP,
1993) 12.
29 Brodhead, in Chesnutt 13. This kind o f attention to appropriate behavior did not originate in the
nineteenth century, however. Richard L. Bushman tells us that “courtesy books” like the one Chesnutt used
were popular aspects o f American social culture since the early eighteenth century. Indeed, before he
became one o f the country’s founding fathers, George Washington himself copied notes from an English
courtesy book, Youth’s Behaviour, or Decency in Conversation among Men. See Bushman, The
Refinement o f America: Persons, Houses, Cities (New York: Vintage, 1992)31-33.
30 It is important to note that after surveying the prescriptive literature targeted at and written by African
Americans, there is little difference between the specific advice and admonishments contained therein and
what was contained in Euro-American prescriptive literature, particularly as compared to the works o f
Lydia Child (The American Frugal Housewife, 1829) and Clarence Cook (The House Beautiful, 1878), two
o f the most representative examples o f Victorian middle-class prescriptive literature.
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***
At the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, African
Americans who were interested in receiving advice about household management, moral
and personal deportment, and general rules of etiquette could find a range of publications
providing this information. Many monthly general-interest periodicals, like The Bee or
the Colored American, devoted at least nominal space to these kinds of issues. In
addition, a variety of book-length publications offered similar kinds of instructions,
everything ranging from how to set a proper dinner table to what garments were tasteful
choices for men. The prescriptive literature written by and for African Americans
differed very little from the specific advice and admonishments contained in prescriptive
literature written by and for Euro-Americans, particularly as compared to such
publications as Lydia Child’s The American Frugal Housewife (1829) and Clarence
Cook’s The House Beautiful (1878), two of the most representative examples of Victorian
middle-class prescriptive literature. Like Child and Cook, African-American prescriptive
literature was mostly targeted at the growing black middle-class. This information served
the entire African American population, however, with standard rules of managing the
home and the self.
The Washington, D.C. weekly publication, The Bee (which eventually became
The Washington Bee) included regular columns on personal etiquette and hygiene, but it
did not incorporate many articles on the proper arrangement and management of the black
home.31 The publication, which ran forty years, occasionally paid tribute to domestic

31 The (Washington) Bee (Washington, D.C.: Bee Publishing Co., 1882-1922).
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concerns by publishing a “Farm, Garden, and Household” column of helpful hints for the
home. It mainly included recipes and tips for dealing with household items, suggesting
how homes were to be furnished: articles on how to clean wallpaper would imply that a
house should have actual wallpaper and not newsprint; columns on how to deal with
woodwork offered similar advice. One interesting “Topic of the Day” from September 8,
1883, was on the health benefits of sunlit rooms. The advice was justified by brief
medical information (in short, it is just good health to take in abundant sunlight) and the
prescriptions were basic: don’t put furniture that cannot take much sunlight into such a
room, and sunlit rooms should never be uncomfortable to the eyes. The main suggestion
was to try to build homes that had abundant windows in as many rooms as possible.
Ultimately, however, this newspaper chose to highlight more important issues on black
uplift than the pedestrian concerns of household management and personal deportment.
Another important race publication to acquire prominence and a wide readership
was the Colored American. Billed as a chronicle of “Literature, Science, Music, Art,
Religion, Facts, Fiction, and the Traditions of the Negro Race,” this Boston periodical ran
for a total of nine years after its inauguration in 1900.33 The “Negro Traditions” to which
it referred may or may not have been as firm as the publication implied. Apart from the
occasional nostalgic look at humble beginnings, Colored American explicitly and
implicitly encouraged its readers toward a tasteful, modem aesthetic that may have been

32 “The Topic o f the Day,” The (Washington) Bee, September 8, 1883.
33 The Colored American Magazine (Boston & New York: Colored Co-operative Publishing co. and
Moore Publishing and Printing Co., 1900-1909).
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part of a long-standing racial or ethnic tradition. These prescriptions constituted a small
fraction of the magazine’s content.
Written largely to keep readers abreast of the civic and intellectual developments
of “the Negro Race,” Colored American only occasionally delved into topics of etiquette.
In its second issue, it introduced a department that would be “devoted exclusively to the
interest of women and the home,” written by a Miss Pauline E. Hopkins, a lady of high
refinement and breeding.34 That lady also had literary aspirations; Hopkins quickly
moved from giving prescriptive information about manners and style to writing fiction
articles, feature stories on notable black Americans, and essays about current events.
Indeed, at the beginning of 1901, Hopkins was featured in an article detailing her literary
ambitions and success, among which was a recently published novel, Contending Forces.
One of the founding members of Colored American, Hopkins’ ascent into the world of
black literature was made not on her specific prescriptions for racial uplift through
etiquette, but rather, through her strong talent for both social commentary and fictional
writing.35 By employing allegory, metaphor, and historical symbolism in her full-length
and serialized fiction, Hopkins highlighted the struggle of living a full black life in
America. But fiction was not what she was initially assigned in the Colored American.
Despite the fact that she began her writing on issues of manners and deportment, Hopkins
never penned more than a few lines on the topic of etiquette, a subject the whole
magazine appears to have relegated to a less important status than that with which it

34 Colored American 1:2 (June 1900).
35 See Carby, Reconstructing Womanhood, for more information about Hopkins’ literary aspirations and
accomplishments, 121-162.
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began. Those occasional articles that did appear, however, were written by others and
included very marked advice about how respectable readers should outfit their homes.
The first significant article on prescriptions for the home appeared in Colored
American’s April 1901 issue. Entitled “Decorations for the Home,” writer J. R. Barreau
focused on the furnishing of reception and living rooms, advising that they be “of the best
in the house,” and that the decorative elements (as well as the larger furnishings) should
not allow individual preferences to intrude upon the refined space to be created.

In

other words, a father’s beat-up, comfortable reading chair has no place in the parlor.
Barreau’s specific prescriptions for the decorating of such rooms were relatively simple
and modified for cost: moderately priced green moire wallpaper would set off nicely any
pictures in gold frames; a matching green carpet would be a welcome addition, perhaps
with a floral arrangement in rosy colors; “ivory-white woodwork.. .in good taste” would
frame the room; and window draperies would lend a finishing touch (without it, “a room
never appears complete”), although, the article admonished, one must be careful not to
overdo with excessive and unimpressive lace curtain arrangements. An illustration of a
tasteful living and reception room accompanied the article; other decorative elements in
the rooms included a piano, sheet music, and a floor lamp (fig. 3). In addition, the rooms
are separated in the illustration by a doorway that not only had a curtain as a divider, but
also decorative molding at the top.37
Another reference in Colored American to the home space was actually not
prescriptive, but rather, nostalgic. The poem, “To My Old Home,” written by Richard

36 Colored American 2:6 (April 1901): 445-46.
37 Barreau 454.
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Fig. 3. “The Reception and Living Rooms.” From C olored Am erican M agazine, 2:6 (April 1901).
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Cecil Rogers and published in the June 1901 issue, focused on a weather-beaten cabin
and alluded to (perhaps the narrator’s?) humbler origins (fig. 4). The exterior of that
“rude cabin” is compromised in every way; the roof is leaky and the windows “are void of
every pane.” Interior elements as remembered by the poem’s voice include a “rude
fireplace wide,” an “old wood fire,” and an “old shuck-bottomed chair,” suggestions that
the crude cabin provided shelter and warmth, but little else by way of aesthetic pleasures
or comfort.38 The poem is a tribute to “humble birth,” a literary reminder of one’s cruder
origins. It is important to note, though, that nostalgia may not necessarily prompt
prescriptions—Barreau would not likely have advised the inclusion of Rogers’ old shuckbottomed chair in a reception room, even if it served as a point of remembering the
owner’s ancestors and his life as a youth.
One Colored American article on the home gives some theory behind
prescriptions toward refinement. “On the Making of Homes,” written by Ella Wheeler
Wilcox, is an essay entreating readers to pay more attention to the arrangement and
construction of refined homes. Says Wilcox, “The home, not the adornment of the
person, marks the progress of any race from the crude to the civilized state.”39 Her
prescriptions were minor and few, highlighting how simple it would be for anyone to take
up the matter of “beautifying” the home. She advised interested readers to apply “a little
paint and a few yards of muslin and scrim, and a few flowers in the windows (after they
were polished and clean)” [sic]. Barring the expense of that effort, she suggested “a little
whitewash and labor” to brighten the “dinginess and discomfort which hangs to the

38 Colored American 3:2 (June 1901): 129.
39 Colored American 9:1 (July 1905): 387.
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TO MY OLD HOME
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Dear old weather beaten cabin, *.
Thy roof lets in the rain,
Tliv windows where 1 used to sit
Are void of every pane.
But around those shattered windows,
The air is sweet as wine, ■
And the burly buzzing bumble-bee
Flits round the flowery vine.

, ' \ ,
v

Dear old forsaken cabin.
With your rude fireplace wide,
My heart is almost breaking
For a scat at thy fireside.
My heart is aching, aching—
For the home I loved so dear.
For the old wood fire so cheering,
„ And my old shuck-bottomed chair.
*
Dear old deserted cabin.
Not a spark thy fireplace warms;
And the rude old walls that sheltered me
Arc open to the storms.
But still I love you better—
Than any spot on earth.
For *tis to thee, rude cabin,
I owe my humble birth.

Fig. 4. Richard Cecil Rogers, “To My Old Home.” From Colored American Magazine, 3:2 (June
1901).
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average habitation of the poor colored man.”40 With comments like this it is clear that
Wilcox sought to uplift those aspiring to higher social status, as well as to advise those
already of some standing. The foundation from which she spoke was based in AngloAmerican sensibilities, and she encouraged African Americans to remake their homes
(and ultimately themselves) in such a fashion as white Americans had: “Every colored
man ought to take pride in making his home...compare favorably with the homes of
white men in his own circumstances.”41 Wilcox saw articles like hers as part of an effort
to instill what is a “lack of pride on the part of the colored race in the home,” and she
wished that “this phase of education [would] be more seriously considered in the near
future.”42 The magazine apparently didn’t take Wilcox’s opinion seriously enough; for
the duration of its four years after her column debuted, Colored American published very
few subsequent articles on the home.
One publication that did devote itself consistently to the “home and homemaker”
was the Half-Century Magazine.43 Columns like “Domestic Science Department” and
“Beauty Hints Department” were specifically targeted at women, giving them hints on
meal preparation and personal hygiene tips. In the magazine’s second issue, the editors
began a column addressing “dress, etiquette or entertaining,” renaming it in the following
month to “Etiquette.” These three columns were constant throughout the magazine’s
nine-year print run. Eventually, a fourth related column was introduced: “Pin Money

40 Wilcox 388.
41 Wilcox 387.
42 Wilcox 388.
43 Half-Century Magazine (Chicago: Half-Century Publications, 1916-1925).
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Hints,” a forum for readers to trade helpful household hints on home repair and
decorating. Started in 1918, “Pin Money Hints” took only one year to replace “Etiquette”
and the “Beauty Hints Department.” Much of Half-Century Magazine’s prescriptive
information had to do with building a refined African-American individual, more so than
with the modification of the physical buildings that individual might occupy. What the
publication addressed within the domestic space was divided into the advice included in
the regular qolumns, “Pin Money Hints,” and “Domestic Science Department,” dealing
with the home’s decorations and foods, respectively. Although “Pin Money” crossed
over quite frequently into the arena of the kitchen, offering hints for cooking, its main
category of advice remained on the subjects of household cleaning and the preservation of
clothes and furniture. The column also served as a national forum for readers by inviting
them to write in and share their own suggestions for making a home comfortable and
neat. A precursor perhaps to the modem newspaper column, “Hints from Heloise,” these
entries were mainly practical suggestions, such as how best to clean furniture and clothes.
***
Prescriptions for African American homes were certainly not limited to
periodicals. A variety of book-length and pamphlet publications with black authors
offered the same type of advice found in newspapers and magazines. They focused on
those furnishings and mannerisms appropriate to refined, upwardly striving individuals.
They gave a sense of how this effort was part of fulfilling one’s obligation as an
American. These publications were circulated through educational venues especially, but
many were sold through publishers’ agents and distributed through churches. All of these
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publications gave varied advice to a range of African Americans interested in certain
respectable behaviors.
One of the most important books to the topic of appropriate home furnishings for
African Americans was actually authored by a European American. “Written originally
for the students of the Hampton N. and A. Institute,” Mary Frances Armstrong, wife of
Hampton founder Samuel Chapman Armstrong, adapted her 1888 volume, On Habits and
Manners, for “general use” by black readers.44 Armstrong devoted a few chapters to
advice for the financing and building of a house, shifting eventually to the maintenance of
its interior. Again, prescriptions for decorating emerged obliquely from seemingly
unrelated advice on such things as cleaning the living rooms or caring for children.
Armstrong’s discussions are gendered, aiming her advice on the structure of the house at
male readers and her advice for interior maintenance at female readers. The idea of
manhood and ladyhood is asserted at the very beginning of her text in order to stress the
potential for the civilizing of African Americans. Stating in the preface that,
“society.. .makes certain demands upon each of its individual members,” Armstrong went
on to explain:
Among the most refined classes of the most highly civilized nations.. .there
exists a code of social law... [and] has produced certain habits and customs
which you must study and follow if you desire to gain the external attributes of
gentility, and associate easily and pleasantly with your fellow-beings.45
One can interpret those “external attributes of gentility” to include the physical trappings
of the social class, like the presence of a fine home and good, respectable furnishings, as

44 On Habits and Manners (Hampton, VA: Normal School P, 1888).
45 Armstrong 6.
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demanded by societal forces. Armstrong began her advice on the home with a discussion
of the relationship between family well-being and the home:
The comer stone of all civilization is the Family; the existence of families
includes the existence of homes, and a home pre-supposes a house, so that we
are swiftly and easily led to comprehend the importance to the human race, or
at least to all civilized members of it, of the houses which shelter them, and
which furthermore, supply so large a share of the comforts, the charms, the
sweet and powerful influences of Home.
The effect of well built, convenient, attractive houses, is hardly to be
overrated; they are so supremely civilizing that men and women can hardly
fail to be made, in one way or another, the better for living in them.46
Thus, the person can be remade through the home.47 Armstrong offers suggestions for
the physical stmcture of a home, warning that it be “honest,” without “sham ornaments,”
“imitations,” “cheap carving,” or “stucco.”48 There should be separate rooms for
different functions within the home, a “test of the amount of civilization and refinement
possessed by its inhabitants.” An idea of the sort of decorative elements in a house came
from Armstrong’s advice to parents on how to instruct their children. A house should
contain “a few pictures, prints or chromos, well chosen and neatly framed,.. .a good paper

46 Armstrong 106-07.
47 And yet, certain questions remain: What happens when a home is devoid o f particular ethnic aspects that
might be associated with an individual? What happens when the memory aids o f a home that might serve to
remind o f humble origins are absent, and in their place are more generic— indeed nationalistic— items? If
ethnicity is denied expression in the furnishings o f a home, does it then strike a blow to the essential nature
o f ethnicity, perhaps questioning just how constructed ethnicity is? And if ethnicity (constructed or
otherwise) is denied in the private space o f the home where identity formation takes place, what happens to
those individuals who go outside the home into a public space where they are re-inscribed with ethnic
attributes? How well does cultural amnesia work in the home if outside the home are constant intellectual
reminders? This was the particular challenge for blacks who sought to merge their “warring ideals:” white
America could never see past skin color and therefore could not acknowledge them as “African Americans.”
Continued racism in the face o f constant attempts o f acculturation would thwart every effort by black
Americans to be taken as full citizens. And so, they were left to craft that identity as best they could
through gestures o f personal pride and dignity in the home, reinforced by their own understanding of
themselves as black Americans.
48 Armstrong 114-15.
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or magazine, [and] a few good books...,” all for the education of youth.49 Other
decorative elements were highlighted in the cleaning section, where advice about the
maintenance of mattresses (not pallets), bedsteads, various bed coverings, silver, glass,
china, tablecloths and other cloths all imply the possession of these things in the first
place.
There were a variety of textbook-like publications that dealt with issues such as
the ones Armstrong discussed. Emphasizing the ability of an individual to coach him- or
herself in the finer points of conduct, The College o f Life, or Practical Self-Educator
stood as a how-to book for upwardly-mobile African Americans. It is unclear whether
the authors, Henry Davenport Northrop, Joseph R. Gay, and I. Garland Penn were African
American themselves, but the book is distinctly targeted at black people, standing as a
“manual of self-improvement for the colored race.”50 The book gives history lessons as
well as lessons on how to dress and behave; the first section, or the “Practical SelfEducator,” outlines a rough history of the great men and women in African American
culture and includes discussions of those religious and educational institutions that helped
to make the community great. The bulk of the book takes up the “Proper Conduct of
Life,” instructing blacks in the usual Victorian art of being a “true” lady and gentleman in
all aspects. Prescriptions for the home include suggestions for leisure time activities,
necessary recipes and household hints for cleaning, and advice on how to design and
build a home of one’s own.51

49 Armstrong 131.
50 The College o f Life, or Practical Self-Educator (Cincinnati: W. H. Ferguson, 1896).
51 Northrop, et. al. 195-282.
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A particularly important etiquette book appeared at the end of the nineteenth
century, dispensing advice not so much on the home as for the self. Elias McSails
Woods’ The Negro in Etiquette: A Novelty exists as evidence of how varied the
readership of prescriptive literature could be. In fifty-four chapters, Woods instructs
readers on the finer points of church-going (remember to leave your dog at home, and be
sure to wear shoes), workplace behavior (it’s “sir,” not “bossman”), and certain forms of
bodily elimination (if you must spit, do so clearly and with purpose).

In his analysis of

this text, Willard Gatewood notes that the readership of this etiquette book would have
been fairly rough around the edges, thus requiring such elementary advice: “Although
Woods obviously used Lord Chesterfield’s letter to his son as a basic source, his work
was not aimed primarily at those on the top rung of the black class structure but at
upwardly mobile, ambitious but unsophisticated persons of the middle and lower
classes.”

c 'y

Possibly the most pratical etiquette book for the majority of African

Americans at the time, Woods highlighted the egalitarian quality of prescriptive literature,
demonstrating that the least one needed to do to become more refined was to follow a few
rules in any modest little etiquette book.54

52 The Negro in Etiquette: A Novelty (St. Louis: Baxton & Skinner, 1899) 104-06; 83; 121.
53 Aristocrats o f Color: The Black Elite, 1880-1920 (Bloomington: Indiana U P, 1990) 183.
54 Similar black-authored or black-targeted etiquette books were published around this time and through the
1920s, including James T. Haley, Sparkling Gems o f Race Knowledge Worth Reading (Nashville: J. T.
Haley, 1897); Silas X. Floyd, F loyd’s Flowers or Duty and Beauty fo r Colored Children (Atlanta: Hertel,
Jenkins & Co., 1905) and The New F loyd’s Flowers: Short Stories fo r Colored People Old and Young
(Washington, D.C.: Austin Jenkins, 1922); Sutton E. Griggs Life’s Demands, or According to Law
(Memphis: National Public Welfare League, 1916); Kelly Miller and Joseph R. Gay, Progress and
Achievements o f the Colored People (Washington, D.C.: Austin Jenkins, 1917); Rosetta Dunigan, How to
Succeed (Memphis: Neilson, 1919); and Edward Green, National Capital Code o f Etiquette/Capital City
Book o f Etiquette (Washington, D.C.: Austin Jenkins, 1920; 1922).
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***
Morals, manners, and management of household—all of those things went into
the presentation to a skeptical American public a picture of African Americans very much
interested in participating in American society. One legacy of those black leaders who
promoted concerns of etiquette was that through their prescriptions, they encouraged
blacks to see themselves on par with their white counterparts, an empowering act. But
African Americans had already inherited a legacy that showed them their personal worth
was the result of much more than just the result of American acculturation. As echoed by
ancestors like Olaudah Equiano, African retentions of dignified style and high aesthetic
sensibilities would outfit them for behaviors that matched the strictest European codes of
conduct, making many of the prescriptions for the home space and personal deportment a
chore to leam, but by no means an unusual novelty to middle- and working-class African
Americans.

CHAPTER III
DRESSING THE HOME, SHAPING THE SELF—MATERIAL CULTURE AND
AFRICAN AMERICANS FROM EMANCIPATION TO WWII
It is high time that the colored people were looking more seriously to their material
interest. We have need to build more wisely in the future in this regard than we have in
the past, if we would receive the attention and recognition o f the dominant race, which
our relation to the body politic deserves. We dress well, we look well, and we talk well;
but in far too many cases that’s all o f it— there is nothing behind it. The Negro must
learn the importance o f doing business for himself, accumulating property...55

The accumulation of goods was not merely a way for African Americans to
acculturate seamlessly into American society. As it was for many immigrants at the turn
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, material acquisition became a way for
marginalized groups to demonstrate their American identities not only to critical
observers, but to themselves. Objects have the power to shape personal identity, and the
type of objects acquired by such groups as American blacks and immigrants served them
in multiple ways, not the least of which was as a personal marker of a developing
identity. According to psychologists Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and Eugene RochbergHalton, possession and investment of particular objects not only help people understand
and define themselves in subtle (and less-so) ways, but they also illuminate the owners’
various goals, whether personal or cultural:
Men and women make order in their selves (i.e., ‘retrieve their identity’) by
first creating and then interacting with the material world. The nature of that
transaction will determine, to a great extent, the kind of person that emerges.
Thus the things that surround us are inseparable from who we are. The
material objects we use are not just tools we can pick up and discard at our
55 Quoted in James T. Haley, Sparkling Gems, or Race Knowledge Worth Reading (Nashville: J. T. Haley,
1897) 47-48.
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convenience; they constitute the framework of experience that gives order to
our otherwise shapeless selves.56
These objects can also order a shapeless self into a polite ideal. Historian Katherine C.
Grier reveals that, in the nineteenth century, lower middle-class (white) people who could
not afford to outfit their parlors and social spaces with the finest examples of furnishings
approximated this as best they could in an attempt to appear more refined. According to
Grier’s analysis of Victorian prescriptive literature and commercial catalogs, certain
upwardly-striving Euro-Americans “tried to re-create these ideals [of refinement] to the
extent that their time, money, space, and understanding would allow. Depending on their
resources and competence, the rooms they made ‘paraphrased’ the parlor ideal more or
less exactly.”57
Although Grier understands Victorian America to be strictly “white,” black
Americans did participate in the “paraphrasing” gestures she describes.

ro

Historians

Shane and Graham White make a similar argument in their analysis of African American
expressive and material culture. Finding this culture to be “polyvalent,” and thus easily
adaptable, they make a case for reading various African American material expressions as
“a process of bricolage, or ‘make-shift construction.’ ”59 In other words, what was on
hand or could be acquired inexpensively would be used for maximum effect, and in this
case, the effect would be to produce a sense of refinement. Social studies of the time, like

56 The Meaning o f Things: Domestic Symbols and the S elf (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge UP, 1981) xi; 16.
57 Culture & Comfort: Parlor Making and Middle-Class Identity, 1850-1930 (Washington, D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution, 1988) 16-17.
58 Grier 3.
59 Stylin ’: African American Expressive Culture, from Its Beginnings to the Zoot Suit (Ithaca: Cornell UP,
1998) 151.
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W. E. B. DuBois’ analysis of Philadelphia’s black community (and later, his ambitious
national work through the Atlanta University), highlight the growing amount of money
that blacks spent on home furnishings, personal decorations, and household amusements.
DuBois, however, was not amused by these gestures, which he interpreted as the
ultimate—though understandable in light of slavery—waste: “Probably few poor nations
waste more money by thoughtless and unreasonable expenditure than the American
Negro

much money is wasted in extravagantly furnished parlors, dining-rooms,

guest chambers and other visible parts of the homes.”60 DuBois suggested that many
lower middle- and working-class African Americans were irresponsible spenders, opting
for minor luxuries rather than substantial acquisitions. Ownership of property meant
ownership of land or houses, not miscellaneous other goods. “If the Negroes had bought
little homes as persistently as they have worked to develop a church and secret society
system,” argued DuBois, “and had invested more of their earnings in savings-banks and
less in clothes they would be in a far better condition to demand industrial opportunity
than they are to-day.”61 In other words, for black Americans, land and home ownership
could be the only keys to greater institutional, social, and cultural acceptance.
Knowing what social critics like DuBois and others thought about the casual
expenditures of lower middle- and working-class African Americans, one wonders: What
did those people themselves think of their purchases? With everyone telling them how to
be and do, how did they respond? And what did their responses mean to them, or at least,

60 W. E. B. DuBois, The Philadelphia Negro: A Social Study (1899; Philadelphia: U o f Pennsylvania P,
1996) 178.
61 DuBois 185.
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denote to others about themselves? In this second part of the essay, I turn to the African
American material culture that resulted when they became active consumers in American
society. Since objects can contribute to a person’s identity formation, how might the
objects in an African-American home have contributed to the process of creating
individual identities and national ones? Do particular objects, groups of objects, or other
aspects of material culture (including personal deportment, or the body an object) serve as
active or passive influences on individual black people’s sense of self? The desire for
and acquisition of practical and luxurious objects was a very contested issue for black
Americans between Reconstruction and the Great Depression. Evelyn Brooks
Higginbotham explains that a growing black consumerism was very much counter to the
uplift efforts of social reformers like the women of the black Baptist church. Despite the
fact that consumption was part and parcel of becoming American, it could also be related
to irresponsibility and vice.62 Yet, in exercising their independence from black and white
admonishments, middle- and working-class African Americans negotiated a sense of
dignity and pride as Americans and as individuals through their domestic material culture.
They did this by ornamenting their homes and persons with objects that reflected their
personal tastes, their personal histories, and their private understandings of themselves as
proud beings.
***
One of the most significant sources of first-hand data on the domestic spaces of

62 Higginbotham 211. Daniel Horowitz makes a similar argument in his analysis o f Thorstein Veblen’s late
nineteenth century theories on American conspicuous consumption; see The Morality o f Spending:
Attitudes Toward the Consumer Society in America, 1875-1940 (1985; Chicago: Elephant Paperback,
1992) 38^40.
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African Americans comes from the ex-slave narratives compiled by the Works Progress
Administration (WPA) in the 1930s. The result of a suggestion made to the Federal
Emergency Relief Administration in 1934, over two thousand interviews of former slaves
throughout the United States were conducted in an attempt to highlight the lives of
African Americans. B. A. Botkin, editor of one of the earliest compilations of these
narratives, explains in his introduction that among other things, employees of the Federal
Writer’s Project were “preoccup[ied] with the materials of American culture and a desire
to give the Negro fair representation in both the program and the personnel of the
project.”63 According to one contemporary description, the life histories collected
through the WPA’s Federal Writer’s Project were to be a sensitive rendering of the lives
of America’s working class communities. In her introduction to the Library of Congress’
website on the Project, Ann Banks briefly describes its mission, explaining that the
importance of collecting these stories comes from the need to see how all Americans
come to view themselves. “Personal recollection has a significance of its own and offers
a window onto the ways people shape their identity and see the world around them.”64
Although the interviewers who participated in the Project were apparently
committed to that mission, they were decidedly selective in following their instructions
for collecting stories, particularly their attention to seemingly superficial details. Though
the list of interview questions asked for a description of the material culture of these
African Americans, relatively few descriptions were included in the submitted narratives.
63 Lay My Burden Down: A Folk History o f Slavery (Chicago: U o f Chicago P, 1945) xi.
64 “Voices from the Thirties: Life Histories from the Federal Writers’ Project” (1980), American Memory,
Library o f Congress (Washington, D.C.: Manuscripts Division) <http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/wpaintro/
intro 16.html>.
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More often than not, the comments tended to be specific to the person’s attire, or else a
general comment about the level of surrounding cleanliness or filth. Because the details
of the material conditions of the interviewees was seen as secondary to the work of
presenting an account of slavery, the interviewers did not make much of this information,
omitting it in a majority of cases. Still, many interviews contained detailed descriptions
of home spaces, peppered with evaluative comments by the interviewers and explanatory
remarks by the interviewees. Although the WPA narratives have typically been used to
illuminate the condition of slavery in the United States, they are as much a reflection of
the time in which they were produced, revealing in variably oblique statements the
material and social conditions of African Americans in the 1930s. This information was
mainly located at the beginnings and ends of the interview transcripts, as a brief
introduction or an aside throughout the narratives. These interviews, along with WPA
photographs of similar domiciles, shed important light on the domestic spaces of African
Americans.
For the most part, African Americans interviewed through the WPA, appear to
have had modestly appointed houses and yards. Interviewers regularly commented on the
presence or absence of flower and vegetable gardens, lawns, fences, and walkways. It is
here that one finds out whether the yards are swept or not, and how carefully the gardener
managed his or her craft. While many of the houses were without exterior paint, the
homes were not without color; flowers and shrubs tended to enliven the scene. WPA
photos, however, offer a stark contrast to the pictures narrated in the written interviews.
Yards of working-class blacks in the early part of the twentieth century appeared to be
wildly unkempt, with debris scattered throughout. The literary image of the charmingly
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destitute cottage tended by relatively conscientious elderly folk was severely challenged
by the photographs of city slums and the very poorest rural landscapes. The concept of a
black “home” had to battle with the persistent image of the black hovel.
The house structures themselves tended to be similarly presented, both in
photographs and interviews. They appeared to be by no means sturdy, but were obviously
livable. Along with a lack of house paint, fences and porches were often described as
weathered and rickety. Marjorie Irwin, a young graduate student in sociology at the
University of Virginia in the 1920s, was actually entertained by the inferior construction
of houses in the black neighborhoods of Charlottesville: “It is rather amusing to watch
some of these houses. They hang on the hillsides... [giving] the impression that they are
in momentary danger of sliding down on each other, for they look as though they could
not stand against the smallest puff of wind.”65 Less amusing to students of black
communities like Irwin and later, Hortense Powdermaker, were those houses that
appeared well constructed. They routinely viewed the nicer houses of African Americans
in a condescending way, dismissing them as “pretentious,” and implying a falsity about
those who lived in there. Powdermaker, in her anthropological evaluation of Mississippi
blacks in the 1930s, considered the various “pretensions” of her middle-class subjects and
their “best homes.”66 Irwin found the nicer houses to be, quite simply, “unusual.”67 In
their own evaluations of the quality of the houses in which their African American
65 Marjorie Felice Irwin, The Negro in Charlottesville and Albemarle County (no. 9 o f the Phelps-Stokes
Fellowship Papers) (Charlottesville: U o f Virginia P, 1929) 20.
66 Hortense Powdermaker, After Freedom: A Cultural Study in the Deep South (1939; Madison: U of
Wisconsin P, 1993) 11.
67 Irwin 21.
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interviewees lived, WPA interviewers also made their estimations in terms of relative
pretension. “The cabin was more pretentious than the usual one found there to-day,” said
WPA interviewer Genevieve Chandler about Liza Small’s rural South Carolina home,
*

•

noting how well built it was.

AS

The ideas that social critics had about the airs of working-class blacks were
inherited from a long-standing class and ethnic bias against the material aspirations of
certain poorer people in the United States. In The Morality o f Spending, Daniel Horowitz
suggests that social welfare efforts made in American cities at the end of the nineteenth
century gave significant rise to this sort of condescending criticism. He notes, “The
highest praise the [Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics on Labor (MBSL)] report could
bestow [on their working-class subjects] was to say that a certain kind of attribute or
behavior was exceptional for workers’ families, a backhanded compliment that
overlooked the integrity of working-class culture.”69 The descriptions listed in
Horowitz’s book pertained mainly to European immigrants living in Boston, but one can
see how ideas like these can be applied very broadly to many ethnic and racial groups.
Apparently, MBSL interviewers found particular household items that indicated to them
“middle-class aspirations: possession of an organ, garden, or home; magazine
subscriptions; or an environment the bureau characterized as tasteful, refined, and
68 Liza Small, WPA interview by Genevieve W. Chandler, n. d ., in George P. Rawick, gen. ed., The
American Slave: A Composite Autobiography, supp., ser. 1, vol. 11 (NC, SC Narratives) (Westport, CT:
Greenwood, 1977) 290. (Subsequent references to Rawick’s collection o f ex-slave narratives will be listed
in an abbreviatedform.)
69 The Morality o f Spending: Attitudes Toward the Consumer Society in America, 1875-1940 (1985;
Chicago: Elephant Paperback, 1992) 23. He bases his critique o f the language o f reports like the MBLS on
their comparison o f immigrants to native working-class “white” Americans. Apparently, social critics from
the labor statistics group were decidedly sympathetic in their analysis o f that group, describing them with a
reasonable amount o f respect.
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respectable.”70 Similar statements were made by researchers of black communities,
particularly as they described middle-class homes. But often, the very same household
items could be found in working-class homes. Social welfare agents criticized anyone
who had aspirations beyond their income level, even though the process of
Americanization required these very aspirations. John Dollard was correct in his analysis
of working-class black communities when he explained that “.. .the dominant aim of our
society seems to be to middle-class-ify all of its members. Negroes, including lowerclass Negroes, are no exception.”

71
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Higginbotham echoes this analysis, noting that

reform women in the black Baptist church regularly criticized “commercialism’s
influence,” without being similarly sympathetic to the growing influence of American
consumerism.

77

As both she and Horowitz conclude, the aspiration to middle-class

standing, particularly as negotiated through the purchase of certain home furnishings and
decorations, was regularly dismissed as exceptional at best, wasteful at worst, and almost
always odd.
WPA interviews are valuable examples of these kinds of critical observations and
their attendant biases. An example can be found in an interview that came out of
Alabama in the 1930s. Mr. and Mrs. Baker of Macon County were interviewed by WPA
employee, Rhussus L. Perry. In describing the yard and surroundings of the Baker house,
Perry noted how “clean and well kept” it was, commenting on the colorful variety of
flowers, the interesting border of cotton growing by the house, and the miscellaneous
70 Quoted from a MBSL report in Horowitz, 23.
71 Caste and Class in a Southern Town (1937; New York: Doubleday, 1957) 433.
72 Higginbotham 210.
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barnyard noises coming from the few loose chickens and turkeys. “These live things,” he
says of the birds, “added a pleasant note of contentment and of homeyness to the scene.”
Perry went on to describe the rickety steps leading to the house. He found Mrs. Baker to
be nearly that, too; she is noted as fully bent over when ascending the steps, wearing a
“print dress pretty and clean, and her hair was neatly done.” The Bakers appear to be the
model of cleanliness, modest accommodations, and pride.

70

During Perry’s conversation with Mr. Baker, he discovers that the elderly man
was homeless for part of his slave life. Perry asked, “You can well appreciate a home of
your own, can’t you?” Mr. Baker offered a smile and this reply: “Yas child, das reason
ol’ Baker worked so hard when he young. Working to git all my chillun a home. I got
eight, an’ all eight of dem got 40 acres of land.”74 Baker exemplifies the observation
made by Powdermaker when she discussed the significance of home ownership in the
black community, finding it to be “one criterion of success.”
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But Baker certainly didn’t

have to be homeless in order to appreciate one of America’s most sacred ideals: home
and property ownership. As stated earlier, this ideal was routinely voiced by leading
African Americans like W. E. B. DuBois as the key to acceptance by and assimilation
into dominant American society. Historian Neil R. McMillen gives a clear explanation of
this in his study of post Emancipation and Reconstruction Mississippi: “To possess
[land], to own the ground they farmed, promised economic security, self-respect, and, not

73 The Bakers, WPA interview by Rhussus L. Perry, n. d. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol. 1 (AL Narratives)
30.
74 The Bakers interview in Rawick (supp., ser. 1, vol. 2) 32-33.
75 Powdermaker 128.
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least of all, independence from whites.”76 All of those gains would be a threat to those
same whites, thus prompting some homeowners to be discreet about their possessions.
One black woman who was deceptive about possessing her own home was Lonie
Knox of Anderson, South Carolina. Regarded as a “unique character” by interviewer B.
S. Rice, Knox was known in her community for her shoddy appearance and penchant for
rooting through garbage cans. It came as a surprise, then, to discover that she was also
the owner of some four or five houses in the area. Rice may have suspected something of
this early on, noting initially that “she is very suspicious, and extremely cautious in what
she says, showing a keen mind.. .After a few interviews with her you realize there is
something she is trying to hide.”77 The fact that she was a homeowner several times over
may have given her a great deal of personal pride, but Knox was no doubt aware of the
ramifications for a black woman in the Jim Crow Deep South, given that so few black
men were able to secure similar accomodations.

*70
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She was thus able to participate in a

crucial aspect of the American ideal, but could not demonstrate it for fear of having it
taken away—indeed, for fear of having an aspect of her American identity denied.
Another classic description coming from a WPA interview could be found in the
exchange between Parson and Hannah Allen and an unidentified interviewer. The Allens,
residents of Frederickstown, Missouri, owned their own home, a “one-story affair,
containing about four rooms each.” As with the Bakers’ and many others yards, the
Allens had flowers, fruit trees, and a small garden surrounding their modest home. This
76 Dark Journey: Black Mississippians in the Age o f Jim Crow (Urbana: U o f Illinois P, 1989) 111.
77 Lonie Knox, WPA interview by B. S. Rice, Oct. 13, 1937. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol. 11 (NC, SC
Narratives) 237.
78 See McMillen for more on the difficulty o f black farmers to own the land they worked, 111-153.
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narrative is interesting for the mention of children as if they were “lawn ornaments.” The
interviewer noted,
The Negro children lay about, barefoot but neatly dressed. They are wellmannered and give the interviewer little annoyance, appearing to be more
amused than surprised at the conversation. If given a piece of money these
youngsters usually run to the closest store to spend it. One boy, however, put
his money in a small bank and explained that he was saving up to buy some
kind of toy. One little Negro girl with big black 7Q
eyes laid on the floor behind
the stove like a kitten and listened to everything.
Other narratives contain similar observations about children. Marjorie Irwin described a
black working-class neighborhood in Charlottesville, Virginia: “The yards are not, as a
rule, pleasant, though some families plant shrubs and try to make their places attractive.”
And, regarding a nicer, middle class neighborhood, “[most of] the houses are good and
the yards well kept... Not all the houses are good, however, even here. .. .there are two
OA

old houses of the poorer type. They are swarming with children.”

African American

children were presented by various interviewers as ornamental possessions, as material
objects of little consequence. The vague condescension apparent in these remarks
reinforces Horowitz’s point of class and racial bias. One wonders if the children found in
middle- or upper-class homes would have been regarded similarly.
Illustrations of African American exterior home spaces were not limited to written
descriptions. Photographs taken during the 1930s highlight in a very tangible way
African American material culture. Unfortunately, the images presented are too often
negatively portrayed or described. In the case of Marion Post Wolcott’s photo entitled,

79 Parson and Hannah Allen, WPA interview, no interviewer listed, n. d. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol. 2
(AR, CO, MN, MO, OR, WA Narratives) 145.
80 Irwin 20.
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“Backyard of Negro tenant’s home, Marcella Plantation, Milestone, Mississippi Delta”
(fig. 5), one can see the shabby yard, the children-as-lawn-omaments, the compromised
structure of a cabin.

Q 1

This is not the quaint cottage of the Bakers or the Allens. Even

when appearances are ambiguous, photographers read working-class homes as hovels.
Take Carl Mydans’ “View o f ‘blight’ [from] Washington, D.C.” (fig. 6).82 The
description reads, “This fine old brick dwelling is now a shambles, housing Negro
families on relief.” Is the house “a shambles” only because black people live in it? Apart
from a couple of cracked windows and a modest fence, the building hardly appears
unkempt. Indeed, the man standing on a ladder in front of one of the windows suggests
that someone has taken care of the place. Too often, such photographs speak negatively
of their black subjects, contrary in many cases to the more positive written images of
working-class black housing.
Descriptions of the interior spaces of working-class blacks were a study in
Horowitz’s and Dollard’s “middle-class aspirations.” According to the WPA and other
accounts, working-class black houses had the very basics in furnishings: stoves, beds,
tables, chairs—all varying in quality and apparent upkeep. The discriminating language
that Horowitz identified could be found in these descriptions as well. WPA interviewers
and sociologists alike commonly registered surprise when encountering furnishings in
good shape in these types of homes (actually, they were surprised to find any “nice”

81 September 1939. From “America from the Great Depression to World War II: Photographs from the
FSA-OWI, ca. 1935-1945,” American Memory, Library o f Congress (Washington, D.C.: Prints and
Photographs Division) <http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/fsowhome.html>.
82 November 1935. From “America from the Great Depression to World War II: Photographs from the
FSA-OWI, ca. 1935-1945,” American Memory, Library o f Congress (Washington, D.C.: Prints and
Photographs Division) <http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/fsowhome.html>.
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Fig. 5. Marion Post Wolcott, “Backyard o f Negro tenant’s home, Marcella Plantation, Milestone, Mississippi
Delta.” September 1939.

Fig. 6. Carl Mydans, “View o f ‘blight.’ This fine old brick dwelling is now a shambles, housing Negro families
on relief. Washington, D.C.” November 1935.
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things in any black home, regardless of class); in addition, when they encountered shabby
objects, they found the situation par for the course, as if the expected condition of black
homes (mainly working-class, but sometimes middle) was that they be in poor condition.
Although WPA interviewers were charged with giving a description of all
surroundings of their interviewees, many failed to do so. The interviews that did contain
household descriptions could be divided into two extremes: those houses with
“surprisingly” nice things, and those that were expectedly shoddy. The most complete
descriptions came from those interviews conducted in houses where middle-class
standards were observed and desired. An interview from Mobile, Alabama, gives a
classic description of a ex-slave home that successfully communicates middle-class
status:
The cottage of Bettie Massingale Bell has three neatly [sealed] rooms with
walls of plaster, which are approximately 14 by 12 ft. each. ... The one front
room which I saw into was a bedroom neatly furnished. The bed was a double
white iron bed with spotless bed clothes and day pillows... There was [also] a
washstand, a wardrobe, two trunks and several chairs, one a rocker. ... The
front windows had shades and lace curtains.
While Bettie Bell’s house appeared exceptional in its decor and tasteful, clean
furnishings, many other homes were described as being more modest. Interviewers noted
such surroundings as “humble,” but comfortable for the inhabitants. An interview
coming out of Spartanburg, South Carolina, gave a positive description of the house of
informants George and Elizabeth Fleming: “Their humble abode is typical of the average
Negro dwelling in this city. It is furnished with only the bare necessities compatible with
comfortable living; but to [them] it holds the same warmth and feeling of security which

83 Bettie Massingale Bell, WPA interview by Francois Ludgere Diard, Apr. 14, 1939. In Rawick, supp., ser.
1, vol. 1 (AL Narratives) 54.
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their idea of a home depicts.”84
The descriptions in oral interviews like these were reinforced by related
photographs. An Athens, Georgia, interview, for example, noted some of the standard
material objects of modest black homes: newsprint wallpaper, simple furniture, and a
few decorative elements. According to “Aunt Sadie’s” interviewer, “the little house had
three rooms, all of the walls had newspapers pasted on them to make them look brighter.
They had two iron beds in each room, an old washstand and dresser in one, a table and
trunk in the other, but no rugs. Aunt Sadie had put up some fresh homespun curtains at
the windows.”85 Elements of Aunt Sadie’s home can be found in photographs dating
from the same Depression era. While the iron bed in a “typical bedroom in a Negro
slum” was accented with a large wooden wardrobe and a Queen Anne-style chair (fig. 7),
the wallpapered house in Louisiana was accented with another typical object, a staring
child (fig. 8).86
Often in the interviews, both the quality and kind of furnishings in these homes
were conflated with the arrangement and general cleanliness of the rooms in which they
were kept. Cleanliness was a tangible feature in the descriptions of working-class black
domestic spaces. During her study of Mississippi blacks in the 1920s, Hortense

84 George Fleming, WPA interview by Elmer Tumage, Nov. 3, 1937. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol. 11 (NC,
SC Narratives) 126.
85 Aunt Sadie, WPA interview by Ina B. Hawkes, Oct. 9, 1939. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol. 3 (GA
Narratives).
86 Carl Mydans, “Typical bedroom in Negro slum, Washington, D .C ....,” September 1935, and Ben Shahn,
“Interior o f Negro tenant farmer’s home, Louisiana,” October 1935. From “America from the Great
Depression to World War II: Photographs from the FSA-OWI, ca. 1935-1945,” American Memory, Library
o f Congress (Washington, D.C.: Prints and Photographs Division) <http://memory.loc.
gov/ammem/fsowhome.html>.
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Fig. 7. Carl Mydans, “Typical bedroom in Negro slum, Washington, D.C. A bed, one chair, and a
possible bit o f furniture for a bureau is usually the most such a bedroom can boast. Filth and vermin are
as characteristic o f this type o f dwelling as the falling plaster shown here.” September 1935.

Fig. 8. Ben Shahn, “Interior o f Negro tenant farmer’s home, Louisiana.” October 1935.
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Powdermaker makes an astute observation about the interest in cleanliness of her
subjects, recognizing that there were constant limitations on this effort:
It is surprising, under the circumstances [of no indoor plumbing], how many
homes are kept spotlessly clean and how immaculate the women’s dresses
usually are. This may have some connection with the fact that laundry work is
so often the Negro woman’s occupation. In any case it is in direct
contradiction to the stereotype of the Negro as chronically dirty.
The town houses are on the whole more swept and scrubbed than those in the
country. It is part of the tenant farmer’s standing complaint that the plantation
cabins correspond to the poorest town dwellings, and are almost impossible to
keep clean.
07

One informant is described as having “conspicuously clean” beds and rooms.

00

Studies

of Charlottesville and Albermarle Counties in Virginia reveal a working class
neighborhood where, “the people are clean and seem more energetic. This is the district
•

of the washerwoman and cook, though the homes.. .are [not] confined to this area.”

OQ

Not all the dwellings were seen as adequately comfortable and clean. As in the
description of Mydans’ photograph of a Washington, D.C. bedroom, many of the homes
appeared cluttered and filthy. While interviewing a poor family of barely working
African American women, Irwin was not cautious or forgiving in her view of the setting:
The room in which we sat was a bed-sitting room.. .heated by a fireplace.. .1
could feel no heat at all... The rest of the furniture consisted of a straight
chair, a rocker, a cot and a bed. Both cot and bed had sheets on them, but they
were far from clean. The floor was rough wood, not very clean, but not strewn
with refuse. In fact I should judge that it is swept about once a week. There
was an old trunk at the foot of the bed, and this contained Jane’s wardrobe.
.. .The walls of the house are papered with newspapers of an ancient vintage.90
87 Powdermaker 131-32.
88 Betty Cofer (listed as Louise J. Evans), WPA interview by Mary A. Hicks, n. d. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1,
vol. 11 (NC, SC Narratives) 15-16.
89 Irwin 20-22.
90 Irwin 65-66.
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This home and others like it were characterized as decayed and cluttered. WPA
photographs reinforced this image with pictures of “hovels” that were cramped with
objects (fig. 9, 10).91 Sadly, neither the photographer nor the caption writer for those
images would acknowledge that perhaps what struck them as clutter and mess was in part
a decorative gesture or perhaps a way for the inhabitants to display their things,
demonstrating their pride of ownership and possession. In addition, from accounts given
by anthropologists Grey Gundaker and Karen McCarthy Brown, these areas of display
might have been altars of sorts, a part of the African aesthetic subconsciously retained.

09

* * *

Apart from the everyday necessities required for furnishing one’s domestic space,
certain purely decorative elements were crucial in helping African Americans establish
and support their identities. This gesture included both animate and inanimate objects.
People may have cherished and honored particular objects like photographs, Bibles, or
special furniture, but they also used their very bodies as decorative objects. Through
clothing and manner, domestic spaces became the stage upon which black Americans
presented their carefully constructed identities.
Historians Shane and Graham White, in their discussion of African American
personal style, give a thorough analysis of the importance of clothing to nineteenth and

91 Carl Mydans, “Hovel home o f two Negro families, Washington, D .C ....” and “Negro dwelling interior,
Hamilton Co., Ohio,” September and December 1935, respectively. From “America from the Great
Depression to World War II: Photographs from the FSA-OWI, ca. 1935-1945,” American Memory, Library
o f Congress (Washington, D.C.: Prints and Photographs Division) <http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/
fsowhome.html>.
92 See Gundaker (ed.), Keep Your Head to the Sky: Interpreting African American Home Ground
(Charlottesville: UP o f Virginia, 1998); and Brown, Mama Lola: A Vodou Priestess in Brooklyn
(Berkeley: U o f California P, 1991).
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Fig. 9. Carl Mydans, “Hovel home o f two Negro families, Washington, D.C. Near ice chest is the privy,
although unseen in this picture. A recent relief visit accounts for the food on the table.” September 1935.

Fig. 10. Carl Mydans, “Negro dwelling interior, Hamilton Co., Ohio.” December 1935.
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twentieth century blacks. Even while enslaved, African Americans developed a custom
of having at least one day of the week, usually Sunday, where they could alter their
identities as slaves into identities as humans.

African Americans in the twentieth

century continued to make such claims. Having something to wear to church was
particularly important, as an interview with Mariah Barnes of Seaboard, North Carolina,
attests: “I ain’t got nothin’ fittin’ to wear to church now. I washed my old dress till it
done faded out; jes’ any rag won’t do for church. I ask the Welfare for a dress to wear
last first Sunday; my old shoes I could hide under my skirt, if I could jes’ git a print dress
or somethin’ decent.. .”94 The importance of having at least one nice outfit pervaded
working-class black culture, “whether they expect to go to church or not.”95 These
clothes allowed such African Americans one more way to distance themselves physically
from the drudgery of the work week, thereby giving them an opportunity to wear their
pride on their sleeves, so to speak.96
In the same way that cleanliness of homes loomed large in the minds of those who
analyzed working-class black communities, cleanliness of clothing was also important.
Levels of cleanliness served as way for WPA and other interviewers to judge the mental
strength of the interviewees. Take the following Toccoa, Georgia, interview, for example:
“Aunt Fannie’s clothing looked as if it should have been tubbed weeks before, and her
neighbors say that she will not permit her room to be cleaned. Her mind, though still

93 White and White 27.
94 Mariah and Berle Barnes, WPA interview by B. K. Harris, March 9, 1939. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol.
11 (NC, SC Narratives) 2.
95 White and White 174.
96 White and White 175.
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clear, does not stay long on one train of thought, and sometimes it is hard to follow her
conversation.”97 Coleman, over 100 years old, is proof to this interviewer that a cluttered
desk—or rather, room—means a cluttered mind, and unclean clothes reinforces that.
Advanced age apparently had nothing to do with it.
WPA interviewers were also at a loss as to how to interpret unusual array of dress.
While particular garments might have supported an African American’s sense of himself
and his importance, the somewhat dizzying arrangement of colors and styles confounded
outside observers. The Montgomery, Alabama, native Addison Ingram (“known to his
Negro friends as Anderson Engram,” says the interviewer) was clearly an enigma to his
interviewer. At 107 years old, seeming feeble without many teeth, good ears, or vision in
his left eye, he nonetheless walked upright, spoke clearly with a deep tone, and “talk[ed]
fluently without a lapse [in memory].” The interviewer described his dress and manner:
[W]ith a handshake as firm and strong as steel, [he] doffs his hat with a truly
aristocratic air. Uncle Addison was all dolled up in a pair of World War khaki
breeches, a black vest with invisible stripes of red and white, under this a
white soft collar shirt with a black string tie, also a snuff-color sheep skin
lined sweater, and a coat of plum-color fastened together with a large safety
pin, [his hat] on his head rakishly set.
Akin to Ingram, one interviewee from Jefferson County, Alabama, dressed in similarly
“bewildering array:” “On some occasions he dons a high, battered silk hat and swallow
tail coat decorated by brass buttons. At other times he wears a blue coat, an old admiral’s
hat and apple-green trousers, or, he may appear in a Shriner’s cap with red letters on its

97 Fannie Cawthon Coleman, WPA interview by Annie Lee Newton, July 19, 1937. In Rawick, supp., ser.
1, vol. 3 (GA Narratives) 211.
98 Addison Ingram, WPA interview by John P. Mills, May 6, 1937. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol. 1 (AL
Narratives) 200.
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front proclaiming: CHIEF JUSTICE.”99 Without understanding the implications of
military clothing to African Americans who fought for their country in segregated armies,
interviewers were unable to see, or even to respect, the personal identities
communicated.100 Nonetheless, even if they went unnoticed, certain types of
authoritative clothes helped to make the man a stronger one.
Oddly enough, the contested possession of clothes could also make the man—or
in this case, woman—behave in unusual ways. A Charleston, South Carolina, narrative
tells the story of a black woman who got into a fight over an article of clothing. The
feather boa she worked so hard for was stolen by a neighbor, and she retaliated by beating
the thief and consequently, spending a rather sorrowful night in jail for assault:
“I tell do Lord de whole t’ing, how I wuk had (hard) to buy dem neck fedder,
an’ I aint wanna gib em up widout a fight. An’ I say to de Lord, “O Lord! ef
somebody come Tong an’ snatch de wing off one ob you angel, what dey go
do ‘bout em? ... She aint mean to do nuttin’ but borrow dem fedder, an’ I go
lend em too, when we too git out ob dis jail house.’ ... O Lord! hear de
prayer ob you poor serbant (servant) in distress!”101
Apparently, both the Lord and the presiding judge heard Ophelia’s prayer, and she was
soon released. Whether or not she followed through on lending “dem fedder” to her

99 John H. B. Smith, WPA interview, no interviewer listed, n. d. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol. 1 (AL
Narratives) 373.
100 Shane and Graham White discuss the importance o f military uniforms to African American men, to the
chagrin o f white onlookers: “Around the time o f World War I, African American soldiers, whose crisp
uniforms and dignified bearing denoted pride and self-assurance, proved especially affronting to whites.”
See Sty Iin ’ 155. The wearing (and bearing) o f dignity for black men was in strict opposition to the
deferential code o f etiquette enforced by Jim Crow laws and conventions. Historian Robin D. G. Kelly also
discusses black gestures o f resistance through clothing in Race Rebels: Culture, Politics, and the Black
Working Class (New York: The Free Press, 1994).
101 Ophelia Jeminson, WPA interview by Cassels R. Tiedman, n. d. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol. 11 (NC,
SC Narratives) 224-25.
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nemesis was not disclosed. Ultimately, this episode highlights the importance of material
objects to people who had to work so hard for the merest luxury.
When African Americans worked for things that enhanced their lives and
supported their families, those things, in turn, supported their identities. Regarding
working-class black communities in Cleveland, Kimberley Phillips reveals the multiple
driving forces at work in people’s psyche: “Migrants wanted to satisfy more than just
their everyday needs for housing; migration north had been bom out of a complex set of
desires to improve their lives as a people, not simply to acquire higher wages or escape
segregation.”102 The personal goods and services they purchased, whether an automobile
or dance lessons, were all badges of honor to people who society tended to overlook.
Though Ophelia Jemison’s fighting ties to her prized “neck fedders” was an extreme
example of one’s attachment to hard-eamed objects, many of the WPA interviewees
communicated a great deal of pride in displaying cherished objects. The decor of a room
could signify a housekeeper’s sense of decorative taste, and certain photographs and
images would honor dead ancestors and those notable individuals who might have had an
impact on the house residents. Although the interviewers might have been disparaging of
finding things that they considered unworthy of display, African Americans nonetheless
proudly displayed the material symbols of their identities. Said George Bartlett of his
Gilliam, Missouri, subject: “[Isabelle Henderson] led the way to the parlor, a tiny room
with a serviceable Brussels mg on the floor and panel, lace curtains at the windows. The
only pictures on the walls are enlarged ‘crayon’ photographs of Isabelle’s husband and
their sons and daughters. A Bible, yellowed with age, reposes on the small table reserved
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for prized possessions.”103 According to many narratives, small tables, mantles, and other
areas like these were designated for special, perhaps even ritualized, display. Whole
rooms served to instill in the owner a sense of particular pride. An Athens, Georgia,
interviewer recounted how much her interviewee felt about her kitchen: “It was the
largest room they had. There was a long table in one end, a cupboard in one comer, and
over in another comer sat a large range. Aunt Sadie saw me looking at it and said,
‘Honey, I value dat stove more den anythings I’se got, cause I sho’ laks to have a good
stove to cook on.’”104
Portraits and wall hangings were particularly effective markers of people’s sense
of themselves and their communities. London Law Hemmett, an informant from
Muskogee, Oklahoma, showed his pride in Abraham Lincoln and Booker T. Washington,
the great emancipator and the great educator, by hanging framed portraits of them in his
house.105 Portraits of significant family members were also a source of pride as well as
history, serving as memory aids in addition. An interviewer from Nevada, Missouri,
noted the photographs on the wall of his interviewee, realizing the historical significance
they held:
Among them was an enlarged snapshot of a Negro man and woman standing
on the grass beside the cottage. It was easily recognizable as a picture of
himself although it must have been taken many years ago when he was
comparatively young. He pointed at it, and proudly exclaimed: “Dats my
102 Phillips 160.
103 Isabelle Henderson, WPA interview by George K. Bartlett, Sept. 8, 1937. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol.
2 (AR, CO, MN, MO, OR, WA Narratives) 193.
104 Aunt Sadie interview in Rawick (supp., ser. 1, vol. 1).
105 London Law Hemmett, WPA interview by Ethel Garrison, June 7, 1938. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol.
12 (OK Narratives) 176.
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wife dar with me. She was fond of pitchers; dat was tukked twenty-two years
ago.”106
One interviewee used a small snapshot to remember a fond acquaintance: “Miss Cobb
had dat picture tuck and give me one. She got two in her pocketbook wid me a-saying,
‘Howdy,’ an de other’n saying, ‘Goodbye.’”107
Symbols of accomplishments like successful marriages or scholastic achievements
also had their place of prominence in working-class African-American homes. The
modest and well-ordered home of the Allens indicated their personal refinement and
manner, with various framed images supporting this identity. Among the things hung on
their walls were a marriage license, a few religious pictures, and a “life-sized bust picture
of some colored m an... [featuring] a very handsome gold-gilt frame around the imposing
figure.”108 Details about their level of wealth, about the prominent men in their family,
about their religious convictions and their commitment to each other—all these could be
found in the few decorative images in the Allens’ house. One man’s relationship to an
institute of higher learning were communicated through his most important wall hanging:
a diploma for a master of science degree. While he lived his life working laborious jobs
as a janitor and utility man, John Widgeon of North Carolina was also an avid collector of
fossils he found on water shores. For his volunteer work with the Maryland Academy of
Sciences, he was awarded an engraved diploma. “The ceremony was held in the Fairfield
Baptist Church, the church which he constructed himself and of which he was the pastor.

106 Charles Johnson, WPA interview by George K. Bartlett, Sept. 8, 1937. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol. 2
(AR, CO, MN, MO, OR, WA Narratives) 199-200.
107 George Briggs, WPA interview by Cadwell Sims, July 19, 1937. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol. 11 (NC,
SC Narratives) 68.
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On the diploma was engraved John Widgeon, M.S. T had it framed the very day I got it,
and hung it in my house,’ John used to say.”109
The possession and display of certain work tools could show an individual’s pride
in his trade or craft. A Nelson, Missouri, narrative serves as a perfect example of this:
“The [back] wall [of Richard Bruner’s house]... was hung with all kinds of tools, a saw, a
hammer, bits of wire, a piece of rope, part of a bridle, and a wing, apparently from a big
gray goose.” The interviewer mentions Bruner’s “well equipped slaughter house” where
“[he] has taken care of the butchering of the meat for his white friends and neighbors. He
is too old now to take charge of his work, but the house and equipment is still in good
repair.”110 Also in good condition would have been the man’s sense of self, of
reassurance and pride in having such a long work history. A similar pride in work for the
community was tangibly displayed by Jerry Flowers, as described by his wife, Cornelia.
Flowers worked with nearby Native American communities, and for his kindness, they
gave him a few mementos: “He left in his wife’s possession many old pictures of Indian
chiefs and villages given him as presents.... One of her prize possessions is a genuine
Indian club used.. .in battles, which Mr. Flowers received in appreciation of the ‘skookum
food’ he had cooked for the Indians.”111

108 Allen interview, Rawick (supp., ser. 1, vol. 2) 145-46.
109 John Widgeon obituary listed in the Mar. 7, 1937 Evening Sun. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol. 11 (NC,
SC Narratives) 312-13.
110 Richard Bruner, WPA interview by Mrs. Eli Daniel, July 14, 1937. In Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol. 2 (AR,
CO, MN, MO, OR, WA Narratives) 153.
111 Marvin F. Gaston, “The Negro in the State o f Washington: Slave Origins,” provided by the WPA
Papers, Washington State Historical Society, in Rawick, supp., ser. 1, vol. 3 (GA Narratives) 288-89.
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Again, WPA photographs served to reinforce much of the above discussion of
important decorative items in African American homes. In Theodor Jung’s photographs
of a home interior, one can see how certain items were not only stored, but displayed
prominently.112 Clothing and framed pictures adorn one wall (fig. 11), while a curio
cabinet (fig. 12) is chock-full of mementos in another room. Arthur Rothstein’s picture
of a living room setting demonstrates the importance of pictures and wall hangings, as
well as highlighting how the posed images of the inhabitants serve as civilizing objects
within the space (fig. 13).113 Similarly, African-American photographer Gordon Parks
captured the dignity and pride of his working-class subjects when he photographed them
surrounded by the personal items of their homes, including in the case of cleaning woman
Ella Watson, her own private dresser-top altar (fig. 14).114
Misinterpreted gestures and mannerisms on the part of interviewers and observers
made for a judgmental tone in discussing working-class blacks’ behaviors. The personal
deportment of many of these folks went beyond having a unique style of dress. A unique
style of speech, handshake, and stride marked the individuality of many. In the domestic
space where most of these interviews were conducted, the subjects were essentially on
their own playing field. Manners came up in many of the conversations, revealing a

112 “Interior of a cabin, Garrett Co., Maryland,” September 1935 (two images). From “America from the
Great Depression to World War II: Photographs from the FSA-OWI, ca. 1935-1945,” American Memory,
Library o f Congress (Washington, D.C.: Prints and Photographs Division) <http://memory.loc.gov/
ammem/ fsowhome.html>.
113 “Interior of the old Pettway home, now inhabited by John Miller, foreman o f the Gees Bend Negroes,
Alabama,” April 1937. From “America from the Great Depression to World War II: Photographs from the
FSA-OWI, ca. 1935-1945,” American Memory, Library o f Congress (Washington, D.C.: Prints and
Photographs Division) <http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ fsowhome.html>.
114 “Ella Watson, U.S. Government Charwoman,” in Carl Fleischhauer and Beverly W. Brannan (eds.),
Documenting America, 1935-1943 (Berkeley: U o f California P, 1988)226-239.
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Fig. 11. Theodor Jung, “Interior o f a cabin, Garrett Co.,
Maryland.” September 1935.

Fig. 12. Theodor Jung, “Interior of a cabin, Garrett Co.,
Maryland.” September 1935.
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Fig. 13. Arthur Rothestein, “Interior o f the old Pettway home, now inhabited by John Miller, foreman of
the Gees Bend Negroes, Alabama.” April 1937.

Fig. 14. Gorden Parks, “Home altar on Ella W atson’s dresser top.” 1938. In Carl Fleischhauer and
Beverly W. Brannan (eds.), Documenting America, 1935-1943 (U of California Press, 1988).
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certain emphasis on appropriate behavior by the older interviewees. Many of the very
elderly spoke of the lack of manners of young people. Though they were formerly slaves,
these interviewees considered a basic level of decorum and respect crucial to the
development of a good person. Take Ophelia Jemison’s comment on youth: “We is
mobe (move) fast an’ changeful dese day, an’ de young gineration aint slack ‘bout nuttin’.
Dey hab no manners, dey aint care how dey wuk and dey aint know shame when dey meet
em.”115 Generational gaps existed in these communities, with the older people being
much more conservative in their behavior and presentation, regardless of their social
status. Whether working-class or middle-class—none of it mattered to the older
generation who had a set code of behavior, of respectability, that they encouraged others
to follow.

115 Jemison interview in Rawick (supp., ser. 1, vol. 11) 222.

CONCLUSION

No one understood better than the English how to build coziness in a meager setting.
You polished up old tables, you framed dinginess in margins o f gilt; without apology,
you dignified worn comers, brushed up the bald nap o f your velours.. . 116
The chief hope o f American Negroes, even those who glorified segregated institutions
and racial pride and solidarity lay in the achievement o f full citizenship rights in the
United States.117

The English aren’t the only ones able to revise a situation so that grace and
gentility are displayed in the face of poverty. In addition to being sublime storytellers,
African Americans are some of the best editors on U.S. soil. For centuries, black people
have managed to take the text of their lives under Euro-American oppression and reform
it, changing the butchered narrative and reconstructing it for themselves into a story of
hope, determination, some ambivalence, but notably, success. Shane and Graham White
speak of the “infinite flexibility” of early black communities, noting how well they have
negotiated their position m American culture.

lift

This kind of flexibility allowed

emancipated slaves to engage in gestures that moved them out of the permanent label of
“ex-slave” and into the status of African American. In addition, these African Americans
were able to creatively manipulate their domestic environments, their personal
possessions, their clothing styles, and their particular mannerisms in order to solidify and
maintain an identity that could be passed down to their heirs.

116 Saul Bellow, The D ean’s December (New York: Harper & Row, 1982) 13.
117 Meier 68.
118 White and White 151.
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The relationship between the African Americans, their homes, and societal
respectability at the turn of the century prompts the question of how homes were to be
created and arranged, as dictated by the prescriptive literature written by race leaders.
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and Eugene Rochberg-Halton give a useful model for thinking
about the implications of the materials within a household space in their analysis of those
personal belongings that go into creating not only a home, but also a sense of the people
who inhabit that home:
One can argue that the home contains the most special objects: those that
were selected by the person to attend to regularly or to have close at hand, that
create permanence in the intimate life of a person, and therefore that are most
involved in making up his or her identity. The objects of the household
represent, at least potentially, the endogenous being of the owner.119
Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton assert that those things that adorn a home have
four qualities: practical function; social engagement; memory aid; and personal identity.
Prescriptive literature dealing with the furnishing of a house to some refined end would
certainly take up the issue of the inclusion or exclusion of items for practicality and taste,
and the literature would, to some extent, address the ability of items to represent (well or
ill) the individual, but the prescription of furnishings and decorations for the purpose of
remembering would be a tricky thing to advise. Objects like furniture, art (two- as well as
three-dimensional), and photos serve as key memory aids.
With this suggestion, what can a reader of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
prescriptive literature for African Americans glean from their advice on home
furnishings? An analysis of the few etiquette books and related periodicals yields no
specific items that would recall through the objects of the home an African ancestral past.
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As a few historians have noted, the race leaders who turned to giving advice on the
comfort and refinement of the black home did so with an eye toward emulating EuroAmerican, middle-class tastes.120 The homes that these etiquette writers advised are
Victorian plush, meaning modem for their times, tasteful, without any elements that
would refer to ethnicity—in effect, in line with an Euro-American, middle-class ideal. In
his history of eighteenth and nineteenth century American refinement, Richard Bushman
notes that traditionally, the mles of etiquette and prescriptions for decomm were part of
an effort that connected an aristocratic European legacy with a democratic American
future. “The refinement of America,” he argues, “involved the capture of aristocratic
culture for use in republican society. Refinement held out the hope of elevation from
ordinary existence into an exalted society of superior beings.”121 The lofty social goals of
America’s white majority would lead to practices that invoked and celebrated only white,
European heritages. Instead of suggesting furnishings that would recall humbler slave or
greater African pasts, black-authored prescriptions for creating a respectable self and
home created for the black reader a sort of cultural amnesia. For proponents of race uplift
around the turn of the century, an African American home would be simply an American
home, empty of any particular racial or ethnic embellishment and following the model of
then-contemporary house prescriptions. Those neutral, tasteful household objects would,
however, go a long way in refashioning a new, refined, African-American self.

119 Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton 17.
120 See, for example, the works o f Hine and Thompson, Higginbotham, Gatewood, and Gilmore.
121 The Refinement o f America: Persons, Houses, Cities (New York: Vintage, 1993) xix.
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* * *

Through the analysis of sociological and literary narratives, one can begin to draw
a few conclusions about the relationship that working class blacks had with their material
possessions. The difference between finding shelter and creating a home was not lost on
these men and women. The majority of African Americans interviewed or observed
made at least a cursory attempt at constructing their home spaces according to the
American bourgeois ideal. Yards were usually tidily kept, though lawns were rare.
Decorative shrubbery and gardening were frequent aspects of even the smallest square of
land. I believe that the attention to developing the space surrounding a house, particularly
in using landscaping techniques, was an appreciation of a Western or American aesthetic
coupled with an inherited African one rather than an adherence to a hegemonically
constraining social ideal.
Interior spaces, while lacking in many cases a great majority of comforts, were
nonetheless constructed and maintained with a sense of “homeyness.” Newspapered
walls provided insulation, color, and visual texture. Furniture was serviceable and at
some level, up-to-date in shape and style. Working-class blacks presented their rooms
with much of the same decorum and courtesy that a wealthier person—black or white—
would have done with a well-appointed parlor. Other decorative elements—photographs,
paintings, knicknacks, and clothes—aided the individuals in establishing themselves and
their histories. Reminders of faded youth or material examples of progress allowed these
African Americans to engage with their past, present, and future.
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The expectations of WPA interviewers and sociologists like Marjorie Irwin reflect
prevailing and stereotyped views of working-class blacks. The expectation was that these
poor people were bereft of most niceties, from furnishings to decent clothes to refined
manners. Moreover, other observers of working-class blacks saw them as mostly content
with their lot, comfortable in their relative squalor and totally ignorant of decorum. This
is truly an unfair representation. For the most part, African Americans of the workingclass conducted their lives in a manner that suggested their open-mindedness toward
progress. The squalid conditions of slavery were not so imprinted on their psyche that
washerwomen, chauffeurs, and farmers were resigned to living continually that way.
Indeed, for better or worse, these people considered and understood the American ideal,
and as Americans participated in their national culture through the consumption of
national ideals of refinement.
Ultimately, the most important thing for emerging African-American workingclass communities was that they have room to live and enjoy their personal, individual
lives with any accouterments they desired. White and White point out how concerned
social reformers were when they realized the scope of personal possessions and material
culture of working-class blacks; as others noted many decades before, the very gesture of
acquisition and material consumption would both make African Americans feel more a
part of a national culture, but marginalize them further as the expense kept them in levels
of relative poverty. The trade-off was worth it:
These men and women were well aware that there was more to life than
rational economic calculation, and they saw no reason why they should merely
exist. ... On Sundays and in their other leisure hours.. .urban blacks regained
control of their bodies and of their souls. Shucking off their work
clothes.. .ordinary African Americans dressed up like “fashion plates” and
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congregated in convivial black spaces.122
Domestic sites—the black home—were the points of origin for the work of “regaining
control” of one’s own body. The material tools of making that transition, from
photographs to gardens and everything in between, were especially crucial.

122 White and White 245.
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